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Write it, enter it, record it … to-do lists are in
By ADINA GENN
hat’s your to-do list style? Some
scribble their intentions on a
scrap of paper. Others prefer
dedicated planners.
Technophiles compile their lists
on Palm Pilots, while
B-types often track must-do’s mentally.
Whatever your method, recording what
needs to be done, in some shape or form,
helps businesspeople boost their productivity and stay focused on the things that matter most.
According to a June 2004 survey of 2,000
respondents nationwide by NFI Research, a
New Hampshire firm that studies business,
organizational management and information technology, 95 percent of business leaders keep a to-do list.
One of them is violinist Jaimy Lynn
Cohen, owner of North Bellmore-based Jaimy
through tall stacks of paper. That’s where
Lynn Productions, which offers music for
digital organizers, including Palm Pilots,
galas and events. Cohen makes lists daily,
hold their appeal. Often digital organizers
writing down three goals each morning in her
“are good out of the box,” said Mario
FranklinCovey planner. She also keeps a
Vitellozzi, owner of Glen Cove-based
“mental-spiritual” list of three to five things
Simtivity, a provider of technology training
for which she’s grateful.
designed to boost sales efficiency.
“It gets me ready to do what I have to do
“A Palm Pilot and to-do list is an
and helps me keep a positive attitude,” said
absolutely powerful tool for productivity,” he
Cohen. Sometimes she’ll even forgo the
said.
planner and jot down items on a slip of
That’s because users can enter tasks,
paper. “It’s gratifying to throw the paper
including the date and priority level. “It
away when I’m finished,” Cohen said.
automatically sorts
But making to-do
itself,” he said. “Today’s
lists doesn’t mean havthings to do float to the
ing to be a perfectionist
top.”
and sticking to every
• Keep to-do lists in a format that
Uncompleted tasks
item that’s recorded.
suits your style so they’re not
re-appear
the following
Sometimes a list can
burdensome.
day, and the device trigserve as a useful set of
• Refer to lists to stay on track during
gers task reminders.
guidelines.
the day and to check productivity.
“You can increase your
The NFI study, in
• Evaluate whether or not uncomactivity and not feel overfact, found that 99 perpleted tasks belong on your list.
whelmed,” Vitellozzi
cent of executives who
said.
keep lists don’t accomBut planners and
plish everything on
Palm Pilots aren’t for
them, said Chuck Martin,
everyone. Some find those tools confining.
chairman and CEO of NFI. (He covers the
“Mind Mapping,” a concept developed by
subject in his upcoming book, “Tough
Tony Buzan in the 1960s, may prove a good
Management,” to be released by McGrawalternative, said business coach Leslie
Hill in April.)
Malin, owner of Glen Cove-based
That’s the case for Cohen, who said, “It’s
Management by Design.
not a crime to move something to the next
By adapting this technique, users can
day.” Cohen gets called on “emergency violin”
plot lists visually, Malin said. They begin
assignments, sometimes with as little as one
by writing a goal on the center of a page
hour’s notice. On returning to the office, she
and add “sprouts” with the names of whom
refers to her list to continue where she left
to call, items to research and deadlines to
off. She also keeps additional lists for tasks
meet.
pertaining to clients and prospects, and rates
The appeal is that it’s a lot less linear,
each item’s priority with an “A,” a “B” or a
Malin said. “You can add different colors,
“C.”
shapes and symbols. It frees your creativiFor some, list-keeping means sifting
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IN TUNE WITH TIME: Violinist
Jaimy Lynn Cohen, owner of
North Bellmore-based Jaimy
Lynn Productions, makes todo lists every day.

ty,” she said. “You can do a map for the day,
a week, a project.” Mind Mapping software
applications are available as well.
Malin herself works on her to-do list at
the end of the day. The 15 minutes she
spends writing in a dedicated notebook is
“decompression time,” she said. “It’s closing
a chapter so I can go on to the evening.”
What’s included in this particular list?
Anything she didn’t accomplish today becomes
a top priority for tomorrow. That way, she said,
she starts the next day productively.
Malin refers back to her list to check her
productivity also. If she’s missed certain
items, she questions if the entries belong on
the list at all and considers why she’s skipping them. “It makes you stop and think,”
she said.
Some may prefer audio lists kept on tape
recorders, said Malin, adding, “They can listen to them in the car.”
Ellen Volpe, president of ABA of Long
Island, a networking organization based in
Huntington Station, creates written lists via
a voice-mail log, which serves as a call to
action, complete with people to contact and
tasks to accomplish.
A keeper of multiple lists, Volpe makes
written ones daily and uses a software program for long-term goals and projects.
“Some days I’m more loyal [to my lists]
than others,” she said, referring to shifting
priorities that can surface unexpectedly.
The bottom line? List-makers say their
methods help them find balance. The key is
finding the type of list that’s right for you.
Lists “should be aligned with your style,”
Malin said. That way, “it won’t feel so burdensome. It’ll flow out of your natural way of
doing things.”
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